
Tourism Review Russian Edition for Success
over Russian Travel Market

The Tourism Review Digital Network (TRDN), accessible via Tourism-
Review.com, is now available in a Russian Edition to reach a potentially
large developing travel market in all countries with a large Russian-
speaking population.

The Tourism Review Russian Edition is now available to accommodate the company’s expansion
strategy and reach developing travel markets comprised of people speaking the Russian language.
With 280 million Russian speakers worldwide, the language is the world’s fifth most popular,
demonstrating a huge potential for advertising travel destinations and services in Russian-speaking
markets. The new edition exhibits a large potential, even over Spanish-speaking travel markets, in
terms of size, potential, and opportunity for promotion.

One of TRDN’s 8 language versions, the Russian Edition expands the capacity for Tourism Review
partners to establish online campaigns to promote travel business or tourism destination in the local
languages of consumers. Advertising, advetorials, video promotion, directory listing, and press
release marketing are significantly expanded, since Russian is the official language in 10 different
countries and widely spoken in eight others. The largest Internet market in Europe since September
2011, Russia is a potentially highly lucrative market for online travel business.

Also, the Internet has proliferated in Russia, with currently over 68 million users and 90 million
expected by the end of 2013. Combined with the nearly 33 million mobile Internet users in the
country as of 2012, the potential for reaching this travel market is huge. Advertising and promotions
can therefore be distributed to Russian-speaking computer and mobile device users on a wide scale,
expanding business opportunities, marketing potential, and sales potential.

Social media is another avenue for making travel promotions available in local languages. The
Russian Public Opinion Research Center conducted a survey that found 82% of Russia’s Internet
users were members of social media networks. Representing a rise of 30% over two years ago, the
rapid rise in potential is another reason for Tourism Review’s decision to release the Russian
Edition.

In addition to Russian, the TRDN is also available for English, German, French, Spanish, Arabic,
Polish, and Czech and Slovak speaking travel markets. Marketing, news, communication, and
business resources can be accessed by visiting the Tourism Review Russian Edition website:
http://www.tourism-review.ru
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About Tourism Review Digital Network (TRDN):

https://www.tourism-review.com/tourism-review-digital-network-international-marketing-page660
https://www.tourism-review.ru/
https://www.tourism-review.ru/


Multilingual news channels for travel industry stakeholders: daily news, weekly travel newsletter,
tourism industry e-magazine, press release wire.

Tourism Review, The Respected Voice of Tourism, already "speaks" 8 languages and therefor
reaches travel industry professional in their local languages. These in-market, multilingual
approach, is unique and gives to our partners opportunity to penetrate local travel markets through
an extensive publicity tools, smart online advertising, and local social media. The Tourism Review
Digital Network is the one stop shop for getting promotion internationally comprehensively in
effective way.

Currently The Tourism Review Digital Network includes following editions: the Flagship Edition in
English with the global reach in - tourism-review.com, German Edition - tourism-review.de,
Russian Edition - tourism-review.ru, French Edition - tourism-review.fr, Spanish Edition –
tourism-review.es, Middle East Edition in Arabic – tourism-review.net, Polish Edition - tourism-
review.pl, Czech & Slovak Edition - tourism-review.cz
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